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(54) Throttle valve opening control device and layout structure thereof

(57) A throttle valve opening control device (140) in-
cludes a drum which is connected to a throttle grip by a
wire, an input shaft which is integrally mounted in the
drum, an output shaft (151) which is connected to the
input shaft by way of a power transmission device, a link
mechanism (138) which connects the output shaft (151)
to a front valve shaft (81) and a rear valve shaft (101),
and a drive motor (188) which drives the power trans-
mission device to provide the relative rotation of the out-
put shaft (151) with respect to the input shaft, wherein

the input shaft and the output shaft (151) have respec-
tive axes thereof arranged on a straight line, the drive
motor (188) is arranged parallel to the output shaft (151),
and the output shaft (151) and the drive motor (188) are
juxtaposed vertically substantially along a center line
(165) of an intake passage. It is possible to make the
throttle valve opening control device compact and, at the
same time, it is possible to make the throttle valve open-
ing control device closer to a throttle body whereby the
engine on which the throttle valve opening control de-
vice is mounted can be miniaturized.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a throttle valve
opening control device and a layout structure of the con-
trol device of a motorcycle.
[0002] As a throttle valve opening control device,
there has been known a throttle valve opening control
device which controls openings of throttle valves using
a drive motor (see for exampleJapanese Unexamined
Patent Publication 2002-256900 ,pages 3 to 6, Fig. 9,
Fig. 10)
[0003] Fig. 9 of said prior art document is now ex-
plained in conjunction with following Fig. 7 of the present
application. Fig. 10 of said prior art document will be ex-
plained in conjunction with following Fig. 8 of the present
application. In these drawings, symbols are renum-
bered.
[0004] Fig. 7 is a cross-sectional view showing a con-
ventional throttle valve opening control device. As
shown in the drawing, a front-side throttle body 302 is
mounted on a front-side cylinder head 301 of a V-
shaped engine, an intake passage 303 is formed in the
front-side throttle body 302, a valve shaft 304 is made
to penetrate the intake passage 303, and a throttle valve
306 is mounted on the valve shaft 304. In the same man-
ner, a rear-side throttle body 312 is mounted on a rear-
side cylinder head 311, an intake passage 313 is formed
in the rear-side throttle body 312, a valve shaft 314 is
made to penetrate the intake passage 313, and a throttle
valve 316 is mounted on the valve shaft 314. A drive
motor 317 which drives these throttle valves 306, 316 is
arranged between the front-side throttle body 302 and
the rear-side throttle body 312, to be more specific, be-
tween the throttle valves 306, 316.
[0005] Fig. 8 is a plan view showing the conventional
throttle valve opening control device. The drawing
shows that the drive motor 317 is connected to the valve
shaft 314 by way of a gear case 321 and, at the same
time, the valve shaft 304 is connected to the valve shaft
314 by way of a link mechanism 322. Due to such a con-
stitution, by driving the valve shafts 304, 314 using the
drive motor 317, the throttle valves 306, 316 can be
opened and closed.

[Problems that the Invention is to Solve]

[0006] In mounting an engine on a vehicle body, par-
ticularly with respect to a motorcycle, the miniaturization
of the engine are requested for the reduction of a space
for mounting the engine.
[0007] The above-mentioned drive motor 317 shown
in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 is arranged between the front-side
throttle body 302 and the rear-side throttle body 312.
Accordingly, it is difficult to further decrease a distance
between the front-side throttle body 302 and the rear-
side throttle body 312, for example, as an attempt to
miniaturize the engine. However, if the front-side throttle
body 302 and the rear-side throttle body 312 can be ar-

ranged closer to each other, an upper portion of the en-
gine can be made compact and hence, the engine can
be miniaturized.
[0008] Further, by taking the layout or the like of re-
spective constitutional parts of the throttle valve opening
control device into consideration, the further miniaturi-
zation of the engine can be realized.
[0009] It is an object of the present invention to realize
the further miniaturization of an engine by improving a
throttle valve opening control device.
This object is achieved by means of the features of the
independent claims. The dependent claims develop fur-
ther the central idea of the present invention.

[Means for Solving the Problem]

[0010] To achieve the above-mentioned object, the
subject-matter of claim 1 is characterized in that in a
throttle valve opening control device in which a throttle
body is formed on an intake side of an engine, intake
passages are formed in the throttle body and valve
shafts are provided to the throttle body, throttle valves
which open/close the intake passages are mounted on
the valve shafts whereby throttle valve openings are
controlled by performing a rotational control of the valve
shafts based on a manipulated variable of a throttle grip,
the throttle valve opening control device includes a drum
which is connected to the throttle grip by a wire, an input
shaft which is integrally mounted in the drum, an output
shaft which is connected to the input shaft by way of a
power transmission device, a connecting member which
connects the output shaft to the valve shafts, and an ac-
tuator which drives the power transmission device to
provide the relative rotation of the output shaft with re-
spect to the input shaft, and the input shaft and the out-
put shaft have respective axes thereof arranged on a
straight line, the actuator is arranged parallel to the out-
put shaft, and the output shaft and the actuator are jux-
taposed vertically substantially along a center line of the
intake passage.
[0011] By arranging the respective axes of the input
shaft and the output shaft on the straight line and by
vertically juxtaposing the output shaft and the actuator
substantially along the center line of the intake passage,
it is possible to make the throttle valve opening control
device compact and, at the same time, it is possible to
make the throttle valve opening control device closer to
the throttle body thus reducing a projection quantity of
the throttle valve opening control device whereby the
engine on which the throttle valve opening control de-
vice is mounted can be miniaturized.
[0012] Claim 2 is characterized in that in a layout
structure of a throttle valve opening control device in
which a throttle body is formed on an intake side of an
engine, intake passages are formed in the throttle body
and valve shafts are provided to the throttle body, throt-
tle valves which open/close the intake passages are
mounted on the valve shafts, and a throttle valve open-
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ing control device which controls throttle valve openings
by performing a rotational control of the valve shafts
based on a manipulated variable of a throttle grip is ar-
ranged in the engine, the throttle valve opening control
device includes an input shaft which is connected to the
throttle grip side, an output shaft which is connected to
the input shaft by way of a power transmission device,
a connecting member which connects the output shaft
to the valve shafts, and an actuator which drives the
power transmission device to provide the relative rota-
tion of the output shaft with respect to the input shaft,
and the intake passages are constituted of at least two
intake passages, the intake passages are arranged in
parallel in the fore-and-aft direction of the engine, the
throttle valve opening control device is arranged above
a plane which includes the respective valve shafts of the
intake passages, and a rotational force is transmitted
from the output shaft to the valve shafts which are dis-
posed below the output shaft.
[0013] By arranging the throttle valve opening control
device above the plane which includes the respective
valve shafts of the intake passages, compared to the
conventional arrangement in which a motor for control-
ling openings of throttle valves is arranged between the
throttle valves in front of and behind an engine, accord-
ing to the present invention, since the front and rear in-
take passages can be arranged closer to each other, the
throttle body can be made compact whereby it is possi-
ble to miniaturize the engine in which the throttle valve
opening control device is arranged.
[0014] Claim 3 is characterized in that in a layout
structure of a throttle valve opening control device in
which a throttle body is formed on an intake side of an
engine, intake passages are formed in the throttle body
and valve shafts are provided to the throttle body, throt-
tle valves which open/close the intake passages are
mounted on the valve shafts, and a throttle valve open-
ing control device which controls throttle valve openings
by performing a rotational control of the valve shafts
based on a manipulated variable of a throttle grip is ar-
ranged in the engine, the throttle valve opening control
device includes an input shaft which is connected to the
throttle grip side, an output shaft which is connected to
the input shaft by way of a power transmission device,
a connecting member which connects the output shaft
to the valve shafts, and an actuator which drives the
power transmission device to provide the relative rota-
tion of the output shaft with respect to the input shaft,
and upper fuel injection valves which inject fuel into the
inside of the intake passages are arranged above the
intake passages and lower fuel injection valves which
inject fuel into the inside of the engine are arranged at
lower side portions of the intake passages whereby the
throttle valve opening control device is arranged be-
tween the upper fuel injection valves and the lower fuel
injection valves.
[0015] By arranging the upper fuel injection valves
above the intake passages, it is possible to bring respec-

tive upper portions of two intake passages closer to
each other and hence, the throttle body can be made
compact whereby it is possible to miniaturize the engine
in which the throttle valve opening control device is ar-
ranged.

[Embodiment for Carrying Out the Invention]

[0016] An embodiment of the present invention is ex-
plained in conjunction with attached drawings hereinaf-
ter. Here, it is noted that the drawings are observed in
the direction of symbols.

[Fig. 1]
A side view of a motorcycle provided with a

throttle valve opening control device according to
the present invention.
[Fig. 2]

A cross-sectional view of an upper portion of an
engine according to the present invention.
[Fig. 3]

A plan view of a throttle body assembly body
according to the present invention.
[Fig. 4]

A side view of a throttle body assembly body
according to the present invention.
[Fig. 5]

A cross-sectional view of a throttle control de-
vice according to the present invention.
[Fig. 6]

A perspective view showing the throttle control
device according to the present invention.
[Fig. 7]

A cross-sectional view showing a conventional
throttle valve opening control device.
[Fig. 8]

A plan view showing a conventional throttle
valve opening control device.

[0017] Fig. 1 is a side view of a motorcycle which in-
cludes a throttle valve opening control device according
to the present invention. The motorcycle 10 which con-
stitutes a vehicle is a vehicle having a following consti-
tution. A pair of left and right body frames (main frames)
12, 12 which constitute a vehicle body extend in the
downward oblique direction toward a rear portion of the
vehicle body (only the symbol which indicates the main
frame 12 at a viewer side shown on the drawing) from
a head pipe 11. A V-type 5-cylinder engine 13 (herein-
after abbreviated as "engine 13") is mounted on lower
portions of the body frames 12, 12 and, at the same time,
a swing arm 15 is mounted on rear portions of the main
frames 12, 12 by means of a pivot shaft 14 such that the
swing arm 15 is swingable upwardly and downwardly.
An upper end of a rear cushion unit 16 is mounted on a
front upper portion of the swing arm 15 and, at the same
time, a rear wheel 17 is mounted on a rear end portion
of the swing arm 15. A lower end of the rear cushion unit
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16 is mounted on a rear lower end portion of the main
frame 12 by way of a link device 18. Exhaust pipes 23
to 25 which are provided for respective cylinders are ex-
tended rearwardly from cylinder heads 21 mounted on
a front side of the engine 13 and these exhaust pipes
23 to 25 are once merged and, thereafter, are connected
to a left muffler 26 at a viewer side on the drawing. Ex-
haust pipes 31, 32 which are provided for respective cyl-
inders are extended rearwardly from cylinder heads 28
mounted on a rear side of the engine 13 and these ex-
haust pipes 31,32 are once merged and, thereafter, are
connected to a rear muffler 33 mounted on the rear por-
tion of the vehicle body. A seat cowl 34 which also func-
tions as a seat is extended rearwardly from upper por-
tions of the body frames 12, 12 and a fuel tank 35 is
mounted on the inside of the seat cowl 34.
[0018] The engine 13 is configured such that a throttle
body assembly 38 is mounted between the cylinder
heads 21, 28 and the throttle body assembly 38 includes
the throttle valve opening control device of the present
invention.
[0019] Here, numeral 41 indicates a front fork which
is rotatably mounted on the head pipe 11, numeral 42
indicates a front wheel mounted on a lower end of the
front fork 41, numeral 43 indicates a front fender which
covers the front wheel 42 from above, numeral 44 indi-
cates an upper cowl, numeral 45 indicates a middle
cowl, numeral 46 indicates a lower cowl, numeral 48 in-
dicates a radiator and numeral 51 indicates a tank cover.
[0020] Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional view of an upper por-
tion of an engine according to the present invention (an
arrow (front) in the drawing indicating a front side of a
vehicle body, this definition being applicable to the de-
scription hereinafter), wherein a cylinder head 21 is
mounted on a front cylinder 62 formed on a front portion
of a cylinder block 61 formed in a V shape and a cylinder
head 28 is mounted on a rear cylinder 63 formed on a
rear portion of the cylinder block 61, and the throttle
body assembly 38 is mounted on these cylinder heads
21, 28.
[0021] The throttle body assembly 38 includes a front
throttle body 65 which is mounted on the cylinder head
21, a rear throttle body 66 which is mounted on the cyl-
inder head 28 and a fuel injection device 68 which is
served for injecting fuel into the front and rear throttle
bodies 65, 66.
[0022] The front throttle body 65 includes three cylin-
drical front throttle portions 71, wherein the front throttle
portion 71 is constituted of a throttle base 72 mounted
on the cylinder head 21, a throttle portion body 73 which
is mounted on an upper portion of the throttle base 72
and an air funnel 74 which is mounted on an upper por-
tion of the throttle portion body 73. In the inside of these
throttle base 72, the throttle portion body 73 and the air
funnel 74, an intake passage 76 is formed.
[0023] The throttle base 72 is a member having a side
wall on which a lower fuel injection valve 78 which con-
stitutes the fuel injection device 68 is mounted.

[0024] The throttle portion body 73 allows a front valve
shaft 81 to penetrate thereof in such a manner that the
front valve shaft 81 traverses the intake passage 76 and
a throttle valve 82 which constitutes a butterfly valve is
mounted on the front valve shaft 81. Due to such a con-
stitution, by changing the opening of the throttle valve
82, a quantity of air and fuel which reaches a combustion
chamber 83 of the engine after passing through the in-
side of the intake passage 76 can be adjusted.
[0025] The rear throttle body 66 includes two cylindri-
cal rear throttle portions 91, wherein the rear throttle por-
tion 91 is constituted of a throttle base 92 mounted on
the cylinder head 28, a throttle portion body 93 which is
mounted on an upper portion of the throttle base 92 and
an air funnel 94 which is mounted on an upper portion
of the throttle portion body 93. In the inside of these
throttle base 92, the throttle portion body 93 and the air
funnel 94, an intake passage 96 is formed.
[0026] The throttle base 92 is a member having a side
wall on which a lower fuel injection valve 98 which con-
stitutes the fuel injection device 68 is mounted.
[0027] The throttle portion body 93 allows a rear valve
shaft 101 to penetrate thereof in such a manner that the
rear valve shaft 101 traverses the intake passage 96
and a throttle valve 102 which constitutes a butterfly
valve is mounted on the rear valve shaft 101. Due to
such a constitution, by changing the opening of the throt-
tle valve 102, a quantity of air and fuel which reaches a
combustion chamber 103 of the engine after passing
through the inside of the intake passage 96 can be ad-
justed.
[0028] The fuel injection device 68 includes the
above-mentioned lower fuel injection valves 78 ... ( ...
indicating a plural number, the same definition applica-
ble hereinafter) formed for respective front throttle por-
tions 71, the lower fuel injection valves 98 ... formed for
respective rear throttle portions 91, a lower valve sup-
port member 105 which supports these lower fuel injec-
tion valves 78 ..., 98 ..., fuel pipes 106, 106 (only symbol
106 at a viewer side on the drawing indicated) which are
mounted on the lower valve support member 105, an
upper valve support member 107 which is mounted on
these fuel pipes 106, 106, upper fuel injection valves
108 ... which are mounted on the upper valve support
member 107 for injecting fuel into the respective intake
passages 76 of the front throttle body 65, and upper fuel
injection valves 111 ... which are mounted on the upper
valve support member 107 for injecting fuel into the re-
spective intake passages 96 of the rear throttle body 66.
[0029] The above-mentioned lower valve support
member 105, the fuel pipes 106, 106 and the upper
valve support member 107 are respectively members
which define fuel passages 113, 114 and 115.
[0030] The lower valve support member 105 is con-
figured to be mounted on a connecting member (not
shown in the drawing) which connects the throttle bases
72, 92.
[0031] Here, numeral 121 indicates removal prevent-
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ing bolts which prevent a removal of the lower fuel in-
jection valves 78 ..., 98 ... from the lower valve support
member 105, numeral 122 indicates bolts for mounting
the fuel pipe 106 on the lower valve support member
105, numeral 123 indicates bolts for mounting the upper
valve support member 107 on the fuel pipe 106, numeral
124 indicates bolts for mounting the air funnel 94 to the
throttle portion body 93, numeral 127 indicates intake
ports which are communicated with the intake passages
76, numeral 128 indicates intake valves for opening or
closing outlets of the intake ports 127, numeral 133 in-
dicates intake ports which are communicated with the
intake passages 96, and numeral 134 indicates intake
valves which open or close outlets of the intake ports
133.
[0032] Fig. 3 is a plan view of the throttle body assem-
bly according to the present invention. The throttle body
assembly 38 includes the front throttle portions 71 (that
is, three front throttle portions 71) which are arranged in
parallel in the vehicle width direction of the front cylin-
ders 62 (see Fig. 2) for respective cylinders, and also
includes the rear throttle portions 91 (that is, two rear
throttle portions 91) which are arranged in parallel in the
vehicle width direction of the rear cylinders 91 (see Fig.
2) for respective cylinders. Further, the upper fuel injec-
tion valve 108 and the lower fuel injection valve 78 (see
Fig. 2) are provided for each front throttle portion 71,
while the upper fuel injection valve 111 and the lower
fuel injection valve 98 (see Fig. 2) are provided for each
rear throttle portion 91. Further, the respective upper fu-
el injection valves 108, 111 are supported by the upper
valve support member 107 and, at the same time, fuel
is supplied to the respective upper fuel injection valves
108, 111 from the upper valve support member 107. In
the same manner, the respective lower fuel injection
valves 78, 98 are supported by the lower valve support
member 105 (see Fig. 2) and, at the same time, fuel is
supplied to the lower fuel injection valves 78, 98 from
the upper valve support member 107 through the fuel
pipes 106, 106 (see Fig. 2) and the lower valve support
member 105.
[0033] Three front throttle portions 71 are integrally
formed in one throttle base 72 (see Fig. 2), while two
rear throttle portions 91 are integrally formed in one
throttle base 92 (see Fig. 2).
[0034] Further, the throttle body assembly 38 is a de-
vice in which one front valve shaft 81 is made to pene-
trate the respective front throttle portions 71, while one
rear valve shaft 101 is made to penetrate the respective
rear throttle portions 91, and the throttle valve opening
control device 140 (a profile thereof indicated by a bold
line) of the present invention is connected to the front
valve shaft 81 and the rear valve shaft 101 by way of a
link mechanism 138 which constitutes a connecting
member.
[0035] The throttle valve opening control device 140
(hereinafter simply referred to as "throttle control device
140") is a device which is mounted on a connecting

member (not shown in the drawing) which connects the
throttle bases 72, 92 like a bridge and is arranged be-
tween the lower valve support member 105 (see Fig. 2)
and the upper valve support member 107. In Fig. 3, nu-
meral 142 indicates a hose connecting portion which is
formed on the upper valve support member 107 for con-
nection with a fuel pump (not shown in the drawing) by
way of a fuel hose (not shown in the drawing), numeral
143 indicates a throttle opening sensor which is con-
nected to an end portion of the rear valve shaft 101 for
detecting the opening of the throttle valves 82, 102.
[0036] Fig. 4 is a side view of the throttle body assem-
bly according to the present invention and is a view as
viewed in the direction indicated by an arrow A shown
in Fig. 3.
[0037] The throttle control device 140 includes an out-
put shaft 151 which is rotated along with the manipula-
tion of a throttle grip (not shown in the drawing) of a han-
dle (not shown in the drawing) and the link mechanism
138 which is connected to the output shaft 151.
[0038] The link mechanism 138 includes a first arm
member 153 which is mounted on an end portion of the
output shaft 151, a first link 154 which has one end
thereof mounted on the first arm member 153, a second
arm member 155 which is connected to another end of
the first link 154 and is mounted on an end portion of the
front valve shaft 81, a second link 156 which has one
end thereof connected to the second arm member 155,
and a third arm member 157 which is connected to an-
other end of the second link 156 and is mounted on the
rear valve shaft 101.
[0039] The second arm member 155 is a part on
which a front arm portion 161 connected to the first link
154 and a rear arm portion 162 connected to the second
link 156 are integrally formed, wherein an arm length L1
of the rear arm portion 162 and an arm length L2 of the
third arm member 157 are set equal. By taking these
arm lengths L1, L2, an angle made by the rear arm por-
tion 162 and the third arm member 157 and a total length
of the second link 156 into consideration, the difference
in a rotational angle between the front valve shaft 81
and the rear valve shaft 101 is set to a small value within
a small angular range.
[0040] In the drawing, numeral 165 indicates a center
line which passes the center of the intake passage 76
(see Fig. 2) of the front throttle portion 71 and numeral
166 indicates a center line which passes the center of
the intake passage 96 (see Fig. 2) of the rear throttle
portion 91. These center lines 165, 166 are arranged to
be inclined such that upper portions thereof come closer
to each other. By imparting such an inclination to the
center lines 165, 166, it is possible to decrease the fore-
and-aft directional size of the upper portion of the throttle
body assembly 38.
[0041] Numeral 167, 168 are leg portions which are
provided to the throttle control device 140 for mounting
the throttle control device 140 on a connecting member
which connects the front throttle portion 71 and the rear
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throttle portion 91.
[0042] Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view of the throttle
control device according to the present invention and is
a cross-sectional view taken along a line 5-5 in Fig. 4.
[0043] The throttle control device 140 includes a drum
181 which is connected to a throttle grip (not shown in
the drawing) by way of a wire, an input shaft 182 which
is mounted in the drum 181 as a rotary shaft, a power
transmission device 183 which is connected to the input
shaft 182, the above-mentioned output shaft 151 which
is held by the power transmission device 183, the link
mechanism 138 (see Fig. 4) which is connected to the
output' shaft 151, an intermediate gear 186 which is
meshed with a large gear 184 mounted in the power
transmission device 183, a drive gear 187 which is
meshed with the intermediate gear 186, a drive motor
188 which is connected to the drive gear 187 and con-
stitutes an actuator, and a housing case 191 which
houses the most portion of the above-mentioned input
shaft 182, the power transmission device 183, the most
portion of the output shaft 151, the intermediate gear
186, the drive gear 187 and the drive motor 188.
[0044] The drum 181 includes wire grooves 195 for
winding the wire. Further, a torsion coil spring 196 is pro-
vided between the drum 181 and the housing case 191
and, due to the torsion coil spring 196, the drum 181 is
returned in the direction opposite to the direction that
the drum 181 is rotated by the throttle grip. That is, the
torsion coil spring 196 is a part which generates a resil-
ient force to the side that the throttle valves 82, 102 (see
Fig. 2) are closed.
[0045] The input shaft 182 is a part which is rotatably
mounted in the housing case 191 by way of a bearing
198 and an input side bevel gear 201 is integrally formed
on an end portion of the input shaft 182.
[0046] The power transmission device 183 includes a
split-type case portion 206 which is rotatably mounted
on the housing case 191 by way of bearings 203, 204,
a cruciform support shaft 207 which is mounted on the
case portion 206, small bevel gears 208 ... which are
rotatably mounted on the support shaft 207, and the
above-mentioned input-side bevel gear 201 and an out-
put-side bevel gear 211 which are meshed with these
small bevel gears 208 .... .
[0047] The case portion 206 is also a member which
is rotatably mounted on the input shaft 182 by way of a
bearing 213 and is rotatably mounted on the output shaft
151 by way of a bearing 214. The case portion 206 in-
cludes a case portion body 216 which is integrally
formed with the above-mentioned large gear 184 and
supports the support shaft 207 and a cover portion 217
which is provided to the input shaft 182 side to seal an
opening portion of the case portion body 216. Here, nu-
meral 221 indicates bolts for mounting the cover portion
217 to the case portion body 216.
[0048] The output-side bevel gear 211 is integrally
formed on the output shaft 151.
[0049] The intermediate gear 186 is a part which is

rotatably mounted in the housing case 191 by way of
bearings 223, 223.
[0050] The drive gear 187 is a part which is rotatably
mounted in the housing case 191 by way of a bearing
225 and is connected to a rotary shaft 226 of drive motor
188 by means of a bolt 227.
[0051] The drive motor 188 is configured to be cov-
ered with a motor case 231 and is mounted on the hous-
ing case 191 together with the motor case 231 using
bolts 232.
[0052] The housing case 191 is constituted by fasten-
ing a first case 236 and a second case 237 by means
of bolts 238.
[0053] An axis 182a of the input shaft 182 and an axis
151a of the output shaft 151 are arranged on a straight
line.
[0054] The rotary shaft 226 of the drive motor 188 is
arranged parallel to the above-mentioned input shaft
182 and output shaft 151. That is, the drive motor 188
which has a cylindrical shape and is elongated in the
direction of the rotary shaft 226 is arranged parallel to
the input shaft 182 and the output shaft 151.
[0055] Here, numeral 241 indicates a nut for mounting
the drum 181 on the input shaft 182, numeral 242 indi-
cates a bearing which is interposed between an end por-
tion of the output shaft 151 and an end portion of the
second case 237 for rotatably supporting the output
shaft 151, numeral 243 indicates a collar which is pro-
vided around the output shaft 151 between the bearing
214 and the bearing 242, numeral 244 indicates a ring-
like spacer which is provided around the output shaft
151 between the bearing 242 and the first arm member
153, numeral 246 indicates a nut for mounting the first
arm member 153 on a distal end of the output shaft 151,
and numerals 247, 247 indicate lead lines for supplying
electricity to the drive motor 188.
[0056] The manner of operation of the throttle control
device 140 is explained hereinafter.
[0057] When the throttle grip is rotated to the side
which opens the throttle valves, the rotation of the throt-
tle grip is transmitted to the drum 181 by way of the wire.
[0058] When the drive motor 188 is stopped, the large
gear 184 which is meshed with the drive gear 187 by
way of the intermediate gear 186 is in a stopped state.
Accordingly, when the input shaft 182 which is connect-
ed to the drum 181 is rotated, the rotation of the input
shaft 182 is transmitted to the small bevel gears 208 ...
from the input-side bevel gear 201 and, thereafter, is
transmitted to the output side bevel gear 211 by way of
the small bevel gears 208 ... thus rotating the output
shaft 151. Here, since the small bevel gears 208, 208
are rotated, the output shaft 151 is rotated in the oppo-
site direction at a rotational speed equal to a rotational
speed of the input shaft 182.
[0059] Further, when the drive motor 188 is operated
so as to rotate the rotary shaft 226 of the drive motor
188 in the same direction as the input shaft 182 (that is,
the direction opposite to the rotating direction of the out-
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put shaft 151), the large gear 184 is rotated in the same
direction as the input shaft 182 and the small bevel
gears 208 ... are revolved while being rotated and
hence, the rotation of the output shaft 151 is decreased
compared to the rotation of the input shaft 182.
[0060] On the other hand, when the drive motor 188
is operated so as to rotate the rotary shaft 226 of the
drive motor 188 in the direction opposite to the rotating
direction of the input shaft 182 (that is, the same direc-
tion as the rotating direction of the output shaft 151), the
large gear 184 is rotated in the direction opposite to the
direction of the input shaft 182 and the small bevel gears
208 ... are revolved while being rotated and hence, the
rotation of the output shaft 151 is increased compared
to the rotation of the input shaft 182.
[0061] The above-mentioned rotating direction and
rotational speed of the drive motor 188 are determined
based on information such as an engine rotational
speed, a transmission position of the transmission, a ve-
hicle speed, a drive wheel speed, a rotating angle of the
throttle grip and the like using a map which is stored in
a control unit not shown in the drawing.
[0062] Fig. 6 is a perspective view of the throttle con-
trol device according to the present invention. As shown
in the drawing, the drum 181 which winds the wire 251
onto the wire grooves 195 is mounted on the input shaft
182, the output shaft 151 is connected to the input shaft
182 by way of the power transmission device 183, the
first arm member 153 is mounted on the distal end of
the output shaft 151, one end of the first link 154 is
swingably mounted on the first arm member 153, the
second arm member 155 is mounted on the front valve
shaft 82 on which the throttle valve 82 is mounted, an-
other end of the first link 154 is mounted on the front arm
portion 161 of the second arm member 155, one end of
the second link 156 is mounted on the rear arm portion
162 of the second arm member 155, the third arm mem-
ber 157 and the throttle opening sensor 143 are mount-
ed on the end portion of the rear valve shaft 101 on
which the throttle valve 102 is mounted, another end of
the second link 156 is mounted on the third arm member
157, the drive gear 187 is meshed with the large gear
184 of the power transmission device 183 by way of the
intermediate gear 186, and the rotary shaft 226 of the
drive motor 188 is connected to the drive gear 187.
Here, numeral 253 indicates a drum angle sensor which
is connected to the drum 181 for detecting a rotary angle
of the drum 181 and the rotary angle of the drum 181 is
a value proportional to the rotary angle of the throttle
grip.
[0063] As explained in conjunction with Fig. 2, Fig. 4
and Fig. 6, the present invention is firstly characterized
in that in the throttle valve opening control device 140
in which the throttle body assembly 38 is formed on the
intake side of the engine 13, the intake passages 76, 96
are formed in the throttle body assembly 38 and the front
valve shaft 81 and the rear valve shaft 101 are provided
to the throttle body assembly 38, the throttle valves 82,

102 which open/close the intake passages 76, 96 are
mounted on the front valve shaft 81 and the rear valve
shaft 101 whereby the throttle valve openings are con-
trolled by performing the rotational control of the front
and rear valve shafts 81, 101 based on the manipulated
variable of the throttle grip, the throttle valve opening
control device 140 includes the drum 181 which is con-
nected to the throttle grip by the wire 251, the input shaft
182 which is integrally mounted in the drum 181, the out-
put shaft 151 which is connected to the input shaft 182
by way of the power transmission device 183, the link
mechanism 138 which connects the output shaft 151 to
the front valve shaft 81 and the rear valve shaft 101, and
drive motor 188 which drives the power transmission de-
vice 183 to provide the relative rotation of the output
shaft 151 with respect to the input shaft 182, and the
input shaft 182 and the output shaft 151 have respective
axis 182a (see Fig. 5) and axis 151a (see Fig. 5) thereof
arranged on the straight line, the drive motor 188 is ar-
ranged parallel to the output shaft 151, and the output
shaft 151 and the drive motor 188 are juxtaposed verti-
cally substantially along center line 165 of the intake
passage 76.
[0064] By arranging the respective axes 182a, 151a
of the input shaft 182 and the output shaft 151 on the
straight line and by vertically juxtaposing the output
shaft 151 and the drive motor 188 substantially along
the center line 165 of the intake passage 76, it is possi-
ble to make the throttle valve opening control device 140
compact and at the same time, it is possible to make the
throttle valve opening control device 140 closer to the
front throttle portion 71 of the throttle body assembly 38
thus reducing a projection quantity of the throttle valve
opening control device 140 whereby the engine 13 on
which the throttle valve opening control device 140 is
mounted can be miniaturized.
[0065] The present invention is secondly character-
ized in that in the layout structure of a throttle valve
opening control device in which the throttle body assem-
bly 38 is formed on the intake side of the engine 13, the
intake passages 76, 96 are formed in the throttle body
assembly 38 and the front valve shaft 81 and the rear
valve shaft 101 are provided to the throttle body assem-
bly 38, the throttle valves 82, 102 which respectively
open/close the intake passages 76, 96 are mounted on
the front valve shaft 81 and the rear valve shaft 101, and
the throttle valve opening control device 140 which con-
trols throttle valve openings by performing a rotational
control of the front valve shaft 81 and the rear valve shaft
101 based on a manipulated variable of a throttle grip is
arranged in the engine 13,the throttle valve opening
control device 140 includes the input shaft 182 which is
connected to the throttle grip side, the output shaft 151
which is connected to the input shaft 182 by way of the
power transmission device 183, the link mechanism 138
which connects the output shaft 151 to the front valve
shaft 81 and the rear valve shaft 101, and the drive mo-
tor 188 which drives the power transmission device 183
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to provide the relative rotation of the output shaft 151
with respect to the input shaft 182, and the intake pas-
sages 76, 96 are constituted of at least one for each
intake passage, that is, two intake passages, the intake
passages 76, 96 are arranged in parallel in the fore-and-
aft direction of the engine 13, the throttle valve opening
control device 140, particularly, the output shaft 151 and
the drive motor 188 are arranged above a plane which
includes the respective valve shafts 81, 101 of the intake
passages 76, 96, and a rotational force is transmitted
from the output shaft 151 to the front valve shaft 81 and
the rear valve shaft 101 which are disposed below the
output shaft 151.
[0066] By arranging the throttle valve opening control
device 140 above the plane which includes both valve
shafts 81, 101 of the intake passages 76, 96, compared
to the conventional arrangement in which a motor for
controlling openings of throttle valves is arranged be-
tween the throttle valves in front of and behind the en-
gine, according to the present invention, since the front
and rear intake passages 76, 96 can be arranged closer
to each other, the throttle assemble body 38 can be
made compact whereby it is possible to miniaturize the
engine 13 in which the throttle valve opening control de-
vice 140 is arranged.
[0067] The present invention is thirdly characterized
in that in the layout structure of a throttle valve opening
control device in which the throttle body assembly 38 is
formed on the intake side of the engine 13, the intake
passages 76, 96 are formed in the throttle body assem-
bly 38 and the front valve shaft 81 and the rear valve
shaft 101 are provided to the throttle body assembly 38,
the throttle valves 82, 102 which respectively open/
close the intake passages 76, 96 are mounted on the
front valve shaft 81 and the rear valve shaft 101, and
the throttle valve opening control device 140 which con-
trols throttle valve openings by performing a rotational
control of the front valve shaft 81 and the rear valve shaft
101 based on a manipulated variable of a throttle grip is
arranged in the engine 13, the throttle valve opening
control device 140 includes the input shaft 182 which is
connected to the throttle grip side, the output shaft 151
which is connected to the input shaft 182 by way of the
power transmission device 183, the link mechanism 138
which connects the output shaft 151 to the front valve
shaft 81 and the rear valve shaft 101, and the drive mo-
tor 188 which drives the power transmission device 183
to provide the relative rotation of the output shaft 151
with respect to the input shaft 182, and upper fuel injec-
tion valves 108, 111 which inject fuel into the inside of
the intake passages 76, 96 are arranged above the in-
take passages 76, 96 and lower fuel injection valves 78,
98 which inject fuel into the intake ports 127, 133 in the
inside of the engine 13 are arranged at lower side por-
tions of the intake passages 76, 96 whereby the throttle
valve opening control device 140 is arranged between
the upper fuel injection valves 108, 111 and the lower
fuel injection valves 78, 98.

[0068] By arranging the upper fuel injection valves
108, 111 above the intake passages 76, 96, it is possible
to bring respective upper portions of two intake passag-
es 76, 96 closer to each other and hence, the throttle
body assembly 38 can be made compact whereby it is
possible to miniaturize the engine 13 in which the throttle
valve opening control device 140 is arranged.
[0069] Here, in the above-mentioned embodiments,
although the throttle valves are formed of the butterfly
valve, the throttle valves are not limited to the butterfly
valve and may be formed of a slide valve which changes
a cross-sectional area of the intake passage in response
to the rotary angle of the valve shaft by traversing the
intake passage when the valve shaft is rotated.

[Effect of the Invention]

[0070] The present invention exhibits following ad-
vantageous effects due to the above-mentioned consti-
tutions.
The throttle valve opening control device of claim 1 in-
cludes the drum which is connected to the throttle grip
by the wire, the input shaft which is integrally mounted
in the drum, the output shaft which is connected to the
input shaft by way of the power transmission device, the
connecting member which connects the output shaft to
the valve shafts, and the actuator which drives the pow-
er transmission device to provide the relative rotation of
the output shaft with respect to the input shaft, wherein
the input shaft and the output shaft have respective axes
thereof arranged on the straight line, the actuator is ar-
ranged parallel to the output shaft, and the output shaft
and the actuator are juxtaposed vertically substantially
along the center line of the intake passage. Accordingly,
it is possible to make the throttle valve opening control
device compact and, at the same time, it is possible to
make the throttle valve opening control device closer to
the throttle body thus reducing the projection quantity of
the throttle valve opening control device whereby the
engine on which the throttle valve opening control de-
vice is mounted can be miniaturized.
[0071] The layout structure of the throttle valve open-
ing control device according to claim 2 includes the input
shaft which is connected to the throttle grip side, the out-
put shaft which is connected to the input shaft by way
of the power transmission device, the connecting mem-
ber which connects the output shaft to the valve shafts,
and the actuator which drives the power transmission
device to provide the relative rotation of the output shaft
with respect to the input shaft, wherein the intake pas-
sages are constituted of at least two intake passages,
the intake passages are arranged in parallel in the fore-
and-aft direction of the engine, the throttle valve opening
control device is arranged above the plane which in-
cludes the respective valve shafts of the intake passag-
es, and the rotational force is transmitted from the output
shaft to the valve shafts which are disposed below the
output shaft. Accordingly, compared to the conventional
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arrangement in which the motor for controlling openings
of throttle valves is arranged between the throttle valves
in front of and behind the engine, according to the
present invention, since the front and rear intake pas-
sages can be arranged closer to each other, the throttle
body can be made compact whereby it is possible to
miniaturize the engine in which the throttle valve open-
ing control device is arranged.
[0072] The layout structure of the throttle valve open-
ing control device according to claim 3 includes the input
shaft which is connected to the throttle grip side, the out-
put shaft which is connected to the input shaft by way
of the power transmission device, the connecting mem-
ber which connects the output shaft to the valve shafts,
and the actuator which drives the power transmission
device to provide the relative rotation of the output shaft
with respect to the input shaft, wherein upper fuel injec-
tion valves which inject fuel into the inside of the intake
passages are arranged above the intake passages and
lower fuel injection valves which inject fuel into the inside
of the engine are arranged at lower side portions of the
intake passages whereby the throttle valve opening
control device is arranged between the upper fuel injec-
tion valves and the lower fuel injection valves. By ar-
ranging the upper fuel injection valves above the intake
passages, it is possible to bring respective upper por-
tions of two intake passages closer to each other and
hence, the throttle body can be made compact whereby
it is possible to miniaturize the engine in which the throt-
tle valve opening control device is arranged.

[Description of the Reference Numerals and Signs]

[0073] 10: motorcycle, 13: engine, 38: throttle body
(throttle body assembly), 76, 96: intake passage, 78,98:
lower fuel injection valve, 81,101: valve shaft (front valve
shaft, rear valve shaft), 82, 102: throttle valve, 108,111:
upper fuel injection valve, 138: connecting member (link
mechanism), 140: throttle valve opening control device,
151: output shaft, 151a, 182a: axis, 165, 166: center line
of intake passage, 181: drum, 182: input shaft, 183:
power transmission device, 188: actuator (drive motor),
251: wire

Claims

1. A throttle valve opening control device in which a
throttle body (38) is formed on an intake side of an
engine (13), intake passages (76, 96) are formed in
the throttle body (38) and valve shafts (82, 102) are
provided to the throttle body (38), throttle valves
(108, 111) which open/close the intake passages
(76, 96) are mounted on the valve shafts (82, 102)
whereby throttle valve openings are controlled by
performing a rotational control of the valve shafts
based on a manipulated variable of a throttle grip,
wherein

the throttle valve opening control device (140)
includes a drum (181) which is connected to the
throttle grip by a wire (251), an input shaft (182)
which is integrally mounted in the drum, an output
shaft(151) which is connected to the input shaft
(182) by way of a power transmission device (183),
a connecting member (138) which connects the out-
put shaft (151) to the valve shafts (82, 102), and an
actuator (188) which drives the power transmission
device (183) to provide the relative rotation of the
output shaft (151) with respect to the input shaft
(182), and

the input shaft (182) and the output shaft (151)
have respective axes thereof arranged on a straight
line, the actuator (188) is arranged parallel to the
output shaft (151), and the output shaft (151) and
the actuator (188) are juxtaposed vertically sub-
stantially along a center line of the intake passage
(76, 96).

2. A layout structure of a throttle valve opening control
device in which a throttle body (38) is formed on an
intake side of an engine (13), intake passages (76,
96) are formed in the throttle body and valve shafts
(82, 102) are provided to the throttle body (38),
throttle valves (108, 111) which open/close the in-
take passages (76, 96) are mounted on the valve
shafts (82, 102), and a throttle valve opening control
device (140) which controls throttle valve openings
by performing a rotational control of the valve shafts
(82, 102) based on a manipulated variable of a
throttle grip is arranged in the engine (13), wherein

the throttle valve opening control device (140)
includes an input shaft (182) which is connected to
the throttle grip side, an output shaft (151) which is
connected to the input shaft by way of a power
transmission device (183), a connecting member
(138) which connects the output shaft to the valve
shafts, and an actuator (188) which drives the pow-
er transmission device to provide the relative rota-
tion of the output shaft with respect to the input
shaft, and

the intake passages (76, 96) are constituted
of at least two intake passages, the intake passages
are arranged in parallel in the fore-and-aft direction
of the engine (13), the throttle valve opening control
device (140) is arranged above a plane which in-
cludes the respective valve shafts of the intake pas-
sages, and a rotational force is transmitted from the
output shaft to the valve shafts which are disposed
below the output shaft.

3. A layout structure of a throttle valve opening control
device (140) in which a throttle body (38) is formed
on an intake side of an engine (13), intake passages
(76, 96) are formed in the throttle body and valve
shafts (81, 101) are provided to the throttle body
(38), throttle valves (82, 102) which open/close the
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intake passages are mounted on the valve shafts,
and a throttle valve opening control device (140)
which controls throttle valve openings by perform-
ing a rotational control of the valve shafts (81, 101)
based on a manipulated variable of a throttle grip is
arranged in the engine (13), wherein

the throttle valve opening control device (140)
includes an input shaft which is connected to the
throttle grip side, an output shaft (151) which is con-
nected to the input shaft (182) by way of a power
transmission device, a connecting member (138)
which connects the output shaft to the valve shafts,
and an actuator (181) which drives the power trans-
mission device (183) to provide the relative rotation
of the output shaft with respect to the input shaft,
and

upper fuel injection valves (108, 111) which in-
ject fuel into the inside of the intake passages (76,
96) are arranged above the intake passages and
lower fuel injection valves (81, 101) which inject fuel
into the inside of the engine (13) are arranged at
lower side portions of the intake passages (76, 96)
whereby the throttle valve opening control device
(140) is arranged between the upper fuel injection
valves (108, 111) and the lower fuel injection valves
(81, 101).
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